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aim the ifv at the center of the base to the north and send in a sniper to take out a guard. then,
follow him up and take over the gun. deactivate the rocket and go out through the door. go into

the next room to the west. use the recon and order two engineers to build an elevator, position it
next to the door and use it to access the next sublevel. once you're there, turn around, snipe the
two guards in the hall and go into the office to the south. get rid of the guard and take control of
the artillery. snipe the two guards in the next room. blast the door and grab the hostage in the

room and head into the next room. take out the two guards with the m60, snipe the hostage and
snipe the three remaining guards. pick a tank and take out the remaining guards on the tank. aim

the laser at the enemy base to the west and snipe a guard. enter the next room, take out the
three guards in it and take control of the m60. it's time for the next step of your base-clearing

spree. position your tank next to the door to the east and take it. blast it and place the engineer
inside it. kill the remaining guards with it and use the rocket launcher to destroy the tanks in the
next room. order the engineer to build a wall at the entrance and an elevator next to it. snipe the
remaining guards and place the engineer with the m60. aim at the tank and take it out. snipe the

tank in the next room. if the hostage is still in there, kill the remaining guards and snipe the
hostage. use a tank to destroy the two minefields blocking your way to the west. go into the next
room and snipe the two guards. snipe the two remaining guards and snipe the hostage. leave the

room and head to the south for the next stage of your mission.
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alarmed by the nuclear attack on chicago, the european allied leaders of france, germany and
great britain are willing to lend help to the usa, but only if the american commander and special
agent tanya can send in a strike team to disable the soviet medium-range nuclear missile silos

located along the polish-german border. westwood's latest addition to the command and conquer
series has been developed with the power of the xbox 360 in mind, but from what i played on the
pc there are only a few obvious changes. while the graphics are not as powerful as they could be,
due to the technical limitations of the xbox 360, the game still looks good. the sound is great and
the variety of effects - not just explosions and gunfire, but wind, flying, falling, and other natural

elements - is a welcome addition. add to that the multi-player modes and the addition of a
'challenge' mode, and you have a game that is easy to get into but difficult to leave. the single

player story mode is very simple. you have to take control of the soviets and attempt to wipe out
the allies, the only way to win the war is to eliminate the opposing commander. you have to

capture all the bases and carry out the missions in order to do this. the easiest way to do this is
to use the enemy's points to purchase units. this works out very well as you can usually pick up
units that were just about to be destroyed in the battle. however, there are a few drawbacks to
this. when you have captured a base, the enemy commander in that base is still there and the
only way to get rid of them is to eliminate them and capture the base again. it can get quite

repetitive if you have a lot of units on the screen, and some of the bases have a lot of ai units, so
it can get very tedious. there is also a lot of micromanagement involved in buying and selling

units as well as equipping them with weapons and other items. if you get it wrong you will not be
able to sell or upgrade your units. 5ec8ef588b
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